french tile covered with vegetation
concrete coping at the end of french tile
concrete coping
french tile
water spout

Key Note:
CA.1- Missing items
CA.2- Blackish
CA.8- Crack type 2
(1.0cm - 2.0cm)
CA.9- Crack type 3
(Structural crack)
CA.6-
Inappropriate
plaster/spirit,
gypsum or concrete plaster
CA.10-Inappropriate
filling
CA.3-
Vegetation
growth (Sections)
CA.4- Loss of
inappropriate plaster
CA.5- Damaged
Stone Perimeter wall
CA.7- Crack type 1
(0.2cm - 1.0cm)

old orange system covered with french tile, some gutters came visible
french tile covered with vegetation
concrete coping at the end of french tile
french tile
Water spout
water spout

Condition Assessment
Roof Plan
Scale: 1/50
Condition Assessment
Section D-D
Scale: 1/50

KEY PLAN (no scale)
Condition Assessment
South Elevation
Scale: 1/50

KEY PLAN (no scale)